
 

A+ PROGRAM – 

DEVELOPING A CULTURE OF EXCELLENCE 



Major international border crossing between Buffalo, NY 
and Fort Erie, ON. 

 

Three-lane bridge, center lane bi-directional. 

 

Busiest car crossing; Third busiest truck crossing. 

 

$40 billion in merchandise trade crosses annually. 

 



Bi-national bridge governed by a 10-member board –            
5 Americans, 5 Canadians. 

 

Operate bridge, landlord for Canada and U.S. Customs, and 
Duty Free stores. 

 

2011 revenue $33 million (2/3 tolls, 1/3 rentals). 

 

Self sustaining; no government funds, no government 
guarantee of debt. 

 



Post 9/11 traffic declined dramatically – 28.4% in 2010 
compared to 2000 (cars -31%, trucks -19%, buses -28%). 

 

Revenue declines required reorganization and restructuring. 
 

Reduced staff from 120 to 75. 
 

Restructured management; renegotiated union contracts. 
 

Low morale, fear, uncertainty. 
 

Challenge to provide quality service and change organizational 
culture. 

 

Limited funds. 
 

Developed in-house A+ Excellence program. 

 





All four elements of the A+ program now permeate the whole 
organization. 

 

A+ is key element in new staff orientation, including seasonal 
and students. 

 

All performance reviews include the A+ criteria. 

 

Daily employee feedback is within the context of A+. 

 



“Attitude is a little thing that makes a big difference.” 

      Winston Churchill 

 
“Our attitude toward life determines  

life’s attitude towards us” 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Attitude is a critical factor for success and the one we 

have the most control over. 
 

 



Attitude is everything to personal and professional 
success.  It colors our vision of how we see the world 
and other people.  Attitude affects our beliefs and our 
behavior.  It impacts teamwork, customer relations, 
motivation, and the ability to deal with change.  
Attitude makes the difference between a pleasant 
working environment and a place we dread to go. 
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The workplace is being reshaped.  Constant change, 
demanding management, customers and stakeholders, 
new technology, team diversity, are only a sampling of the 
challenges where fewer people must meet higher and 
higher expectations       challenge is to turn negativity  

into peak performance and it all begins with your attitude. 

 

How you react and act will determine if frustration and 
negativity will turn into strength, energy, and pride. 

 



Attitude versus Aptitude 

 

80/20 Rule 

 80% success determined by attitude 

 20% success determined by aptitude 

 

Hire for skill, fire for fit 



Awareness of consequences related to actions and, 
more importantly, non-actions. 

 

Complacency is the enemy; must look at the operation 
as a newcomer or a customer     must develop a 
heightened sense of awareness. 
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Must be aware of: 

Diversity in the workplace issues 

Sexual harassment 

Violence in the workplace 

Legal considerations 

Security and safety matters 

Unfit to work situations (substance abuse) 

Appearances 

 



Accountability means taking responsibility and ownership for 
your actions (or inactions) and your words. 

 

Accountability vs. Blame 

Accountability is the ability to discern and attribute 
individual and collective results 

Blame is about who is going to pay the price for problems 

Accountability will result in a culture which is focused on 
finding and applying solutions to problems 

 

 

 



Accountability is liberating.  Accountability is when you 
overcome fear and accept responsibility for the 
consequences of your actions.  An accountable person is 
more concerned about what is right than what others 
think.  An accountable person acts in good faith at all 
times allowing others to trust in them and depend on 
them. 

     (Yale School of Business) 

 

 

 



 

 
“Knowing is not enough, we must apply.  Willing is not 
enough, we must do.” 

 

Need a culture that is action oriented and results driven. 

 

 

 



 

 

Knowledge is commonly seen as a pre-requisite to action 

 

 

 

Knowledge Action 

Knowledge Action 

Understanding Action leads to useful knowledge 

Principle:   

The relationship between knowledge and action must begin 
with action and not with knowledge. 
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